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Abstract—Collective behavior is an important concept deﬁned to
capture behavioral patterns emerged among the crowd spontaneously.
In social science, people’s behaviors can be regarded as temporal
transitions between a set of typical states (e.g., home and work)
which are always associated with certain locations. This fact leads to
an interesting research topic in developing ways to explore people’s
collective behavior patterns through movement analysis, which is
our focus in this paper. In recent years, massive volumes of spatiotemporal data generated by mobile phones, called telco data, bring an
unprecedented opportunity to study collective behaviors in terms of
large coverage and ﬁne-grained resolution. However, distilling valuable
collective behavior patterns from the large scale of telco data is not an
easy task. The challenge is rooted in two aspects, including the data
uncertainty as well as the lack of methods to characterize, compare
and understand dynamic crowd behaviors, which triggers the use of
visual analytics to take full advantage of machines’ computational
power as well as human’s domain knowledge and cognitive abilities.
In this paper, we propose TelcoFlow, a comprehensive visual analytics
system which incorporates advanced quantitative analyses (e.g., statebased behavior model) and intuitive visualizations (e.g., an extended
ﬂow view embedded with state glyphs) to support an efﬁcient and
in-depth analysis of collective behaviors based on telco data. Case
studies with a real-world dataset and expert interviews are carried
out to demonstrate the effectiveness of our system for analysts to gain
insights into collective behaviors and facilitate various analytical tasks.
Keywords-visual analytics; collective behavior; telco data; movement;
spatio-temporal analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
In social science, collective behavior refers to activities conducted by a temporary and unstructured group of people [1] [2].
It is an important concept deﬁned to capture behavioral patterns
emerged among the crowd in a spontaneous way. Mobile phones, as
a kind of wearable sensors generating a large collection of spatiotemporal records of individuals (i.e., telco data [3] [4]), offer a
proliferation of opportunities to study collective behaviors. Exploring collective behaviors in people’s daily lives is of great value
for many advanced intelligent applications. For example, analyzing
time when different groups of people go to work and back home;
or places where they work or shop, provides informative contexts
that can be leveraged to infer personal habits and social identities,
understand the dynamics of social system, as well as facilitate urban
planning and location-based services.
However, discovery and analysis of collective behavior patterns from massive telco data is not a trivial task, which poses
several challenges. First, how to characterize people’s behaviors
based on telco data for an effective collective behavior detection?
Current studies [5] [6] point out that a person’s daily behaviors
can be regarded as transitions along a sequence of latent states.
For instance, people tend to go to work in the morning and
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back home in the evening. Home and work are typical latent
states while other states such as shopping are often included.
Typically, for a person, these states are associated with certain
locations [7]. Therefore, the basic intuition towards the goal of
revealing people’s collective behavior patterns is to model people’s
states by correlating spatial and temporal features captured by
mobile phones and detect sequences of states shared by a group
of people (i.e., sequential state clusters). Nonetheless, due to the
uncertainty and sparsity of telco data, conventional methods, such
as trajectory clustering, are not directly applicable, which would
lead to overﬁtting and distorted results. Secondly, telco data are
large in scale owing to a considerable number of mobile phone
users and vast area of a city. Meanwhile, a single user’s record may
contain a long and complicated trajectory of movement without
trip information. Then the emerging problem is how to extract a
few most characteristic portions of data to identify meaningful
collective behavior patterns. Due to these complexities, a fully
automatic analysis is difﬁcult, requiring considerable experience
and profound knowledge in various ﬁelds. Therefore, analysts seek
the help of visual analytics to take full advantage of both advanced
computational power and human cognitive abilities to explore and
interpret hidden patterns efﬁciently and effectively.
In this paper, we present a visual analytics system called
TelcoFlow. Following a user-centered design process, we discuss
speciﬁc design requirements to enable an effective analysis of
collective behaviors based on telco data and describe how they have
shaped the design of TelcoFlow. Moreover, we conduct case studies
with domain experts demonstrating how our system can help to
uncover stories behind the telco data and present information
in an easy-to-digest way, thus facilitate domain experts to form
hypotheses for subsequent analysis in real-world applications. The
main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• The design and implementation of a comprehensive visual
analytics system to investigate people’s collective behavior
patterns based on a state-based modeling;
• A suite of interactive visualization techniques enhanced with
new features to support visually-assisted knowledge discovery
and sense making from large-scale telco data;
• Case studies with a real-world dataset to exemplify the usefulness and effectiveness of our system in leading to interesting
insights and facilitating analysis for various applications.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section provides an overview of prior studies closely related
to our work.

Human Behavior Analysis via Mobile Phone Data With
the popularization of mobile phones and rapid development of
data gathering techniques, telecom operators collect enormous
amounts of data every day, offering us unprecedented information
resources to study people’s behaviors in terms of large coverage
and ﬁne-grained resolution. In recent years, a few researchers
attempt to model behavior patterns hidden in people’s daily lives
based on mobile phone data [8] [9] [10]. Eagle et al. [8] applied
principal component analysis (PCA) to reveal underlying structures
in each user’s behaviors by extracting eigenvectors. However, this
method employs PCA, a general-purpose dimension reduction technique, which extracts eigenvectors with no well-deﬁned physical
meanings. It fails to exploit the domain-speciﬁc knowledge that
people’s daily behaviors could be characterized as transitions along
a sequence of typical states [7]. Considering such a state-based
structure, Farrahi et al. [9] applied the latent topic model LDA
to discover latent characteristic activities of human behaviors.
Nevertheless, this is a supervised method requiring mobile cell
stations to be labeled in advance with state semantics such as
“home” or “work” for each user, which is not practical for real
world applications. In addition, Zheng et al. [10] proposed a probabilistic framework to uncover people’s latent behavior patterns and
measure their similarity for cluster analysis, which is closest to our
method. However, their model generates abstract latent variables
that are difﬁcult to understand and interpret.
Inspired by these state-of-the-art studies, TelcoFlow integrates
interactive visualization techniques with analytical algorithms to
provide an intuitive overview of extracted collective behaviors as
well as an exploratory interface for underlying details in the data.
To the best of our knowledge, TelcoFlow is among the ﬁrst to
provide a visual analytics procedure for a comprehensive analysis
of collective behaviors based on mobile phone data.
Visual Analysis of Mobile Phone Data In recent years, mobile
phone data has been widely studied for various applications. A
systematic survey is provided by Calabrese et al. [11], and here
we will mainly review some recent work on visual analytics. Di
Lorenzo et al. [12] presented AllAboard, a visual analytics tool
that analyzes mobile phone data to help city authorities visually
explore urban mobility and optimize public transport. Wu et al. [4]
developed a visual analytics system, called TelCoVis, to explore
co-occurrence in human mobility. Andrienko et al. [13] proposed
a suite of interactive visual analytics methods for reconstructing
past events from mobile phone call records. Other studies include
identifying ”hot spots” of mobile phone usage [14] and geosocial analysis [15]. Most previous work [16] has concentrated on
analyzing spatial distribution of population and extracted events,
while in this paper, we address a different and more general issue
which has not received much attention from researchers in the ﬁeld
of visualization.
Visual Analysis of Movement Visual analysis of collective
behaviors falls into the general topic of movement analysis. The use
of visual aids to explore movement data has become increasingly
important and helpful in understanding and determining patterns,
especially given large datasets and complex analytical tasks. Andrienko et al.’s summarized [17] previous work systematically and
categorized related techniques into three major types, including
direct depiction [18] [19], summarization [20] [21], and pattern
extraction [4] [22]. In particular, the direct depiction techniques
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present paths of movement directly. However, uncertainties in telco
data (to be discussed in Section IV-A) make this type of techniques
hard to be applied directly, while visual clutter is another defect
when handling large and complex datasets. Summarization techniques present movement based on statistical calculations, which
could help to reduce uncertainties of movement data in spatial and
temporal coverage [23]. Moreover, pattern extraction techniques
support an intuitive discovery and analysis of various movement
patterns. Our system integrates different types of techniques and
enhances them with new features to provide a comprehensive
solution for analyzing collective behaviors based on telco data.
III. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
TelcoFlow is designed for detecting, exploring and interpreting
collective behaviors based on telco data, consisting of two phases:
Data Modelling Phase and Visual Analysis Phase (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Overview of TelcoFlow system.
In the Data Modelling Phase, people’s behaviors are characterized based on a state-based model and then collective behaviors
are detected through biclustering. In the visual analysis phase,
following the information seeking mantra “Overview ﬁrst, zoom
and ﬁlter, then details on demand” [24], TelcoFlow ﬁrst enables
dynamic aggregation and ﬁltering in the Multi-facet Filter View,
and then presents detected collective behaviors through an interactive timeline design (i.e., Flow View). After that, a more in-depth
investigative analysis of the collective behaviors is supported by
the State View and Sequence View.
IV. M ODELLING C OLLECTIVE B EHAVIORS
In this section, we introduce the techniques of detecting collective behaviors based on telco data. We ﬁrst analyze data characteristics and propose a state-based behavior model for characterizing
people’s status during a time interval. Then we show how to use
this model for collective behavior detection.
A. Data Characteristics
The data involved in this research, called telco data [3] [4],
is a type of all-in-one mobile phone data collected by telecom
operators. The dataset contains a list of data exchange records
between each mobile phone and cell stations when mobile phone
users make phone calls, send messages or connect to the Internet.
Basically, the data format is < Timestamp, ID phone , IDstation ,
Latitudestation , Longitudestation >. Compared with call detail record
(CDR) data widely studied previously, the popularity of smart
phones with various mobile apps running both in the background
and foreground has signiﬁcantly increased the density of telco data,
providing an unprecedented opportunity for an in-depth analysis of
human behaviors.

In general, telco data can be viewed as a kind of movement
data. For a better understanding, we further compare it with taxi
GPS trajectories, a type of traditional movement data [19] [20]
[25] widely studied by the community in recent years. Several
unique characteristics are identiﬁed and summarized as follows:
First, telco data has a much wider geographic (broad urban area
not limited by road networks) and population (massive number of
mobile phone users) coverage, which makes it a challenging task to
extract valuable behavior patterns. Second, unlike taxi trajectories
with pick-up/drop-off points, telco data does not contain clear trip
information. The sampling rate may also change greatly from time
to time and from person to person based on different habits of
mobile phone users and running apps on phones. To make matters
worse, the locations recorded in telco data are in the form of cell
station IDs instead of exact GPS coordinates, which indicates the
mobile phone user is within the range of a cell station. When a user
stays in a region covered by signals from multiple cell stations, the
mobile phone is likely to handoff among those stations frequently
but not steadily connect to a single one, which is called ping-pong
effect [15]. As a result, all these characteristics pose difﬁculties
in applying conventional analytical approaches of movement to
compare people’s behaviors and exploit collective behavior patterns
effectively based on telco data.

tnext ). The basic idea is that if a person appears at a cell station
ci at time t  , there is a probability of PΔ that he also appears at
that cell station at t  ± Δ. Then we need to explicitly deﬁne PΔ .
Based on an extensive review of civil and transportation research
literatures [26]–[28] and suggestions by domain experts, we employ
one-dimensional Gaussian distribution N (t  , σ 2 ), where σ 2 is
inversely proportional to the average moving speed during the time
interval between t prev and tnext which can be estimated based on
the geographical distance between the corresponding recorded cell
stations (i.e., c prev and cnext ). The exponential nature of Gaussian
distribution makes the subsequent process much more tractable and
interpretable. Formally,
−

Pi, j,t =

Pi, j,t prev · e

(t−t prev )2
2σ 2

P j,k = {Pi, j,k |i = 1, 2, ..., n}
where Pi, j,k is the probability that the person u j appears at the
cell station ci during the time interval Tk .
• Certainty: C j,k ∈ [0, 1]
2) Computation of State: Based on the above deﬁnition, we
compute the state of a person for a time interval in two steps:
1 Calculating CPD at a time point t: Considering the

discrete nature and irregular sampling rate of telco data, we start
from calculating CPD P j,t = {Pi, j,t |i = 1, 2, ..., n} for each time
point, where Pi, j,t is the probability that a person u j appears at cell
station ci at the exact time point t.
If there is a record at t with cell station q, then

1, if i = q

Pi, j,t =
, (i = 1, 2, ..., n)
(1)
0, otherwise
If there is no record at t, the CPD should be inferred based on
two adjacent records before and after t (i.e., records at t prev and
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, (i = 1, 2, ..., n) (2)

2

where σ 2 ∝ (tnext − t prev )/dist(cnext , c prev ).
2 Aggregating CPD for a time interval Tk : Based on the CPD

at a single time point, the state < P j,k , C j,k > of a person u j for
a time interval Tk can be calculated as follows:


P j,k = Pi, j,k |Pi, j,k =


Tk

B. State-based Behavior Model
A person’s daily behaviors can be regarded as transitions along
a sequence of states each associated with a certain time interval [5]
[6]. In addition, considering the data characteristics, a reasonable
behavior model for our system should 1) capture the most informative features in telco data to characterize a person’s behaviors
with consideration of uncertainty; 2) support effective measurement
of behavior similarity of different people for collective behavior
detection; 3) be easily interpreted for comprehension and analysis.
Hence, we employ a state-based behavior model deﬁned as follows:
1) Deﬁnition of State: Intuitively, a person’s states (e.g., home,
work) are usually characterized by different locations. Thus formally, the state of a person u j for a time interval Tk can be deﬁned
with two components < P j,k , C j,k >:
• Cell-based probabilistic distribution (CPD):

2

next )
− (t−t2σ
2

+ Pi, j,tnext · e

C j,k =

Pi, j,t dt



n

/∑

i=1

n

∑

i=1


Tk


Tk

Pi, j,t dt/Tk

Pi, j,t dt






, i = 1, 2, ..., n
(3)
(4)

Note that we normalize P j,k to facilitate comparison of states
for detecting collective behaviors, while certainty information is
captured by C j,k based on probability values before normalization.
3) Construction of State Cube: To support an efﬁcient exploration, a state cube (Fig. 2a) is constructed to organize people’s
behaviors in a clear structure for subsequent analysis.
We ﬁrst divide a day into regular time intervals, whose length
can be manually selected to best ﬁt the time scale of analysis for
different applications. Then, we compute the sequence of a person’s
states as described above. The obtained state sequence is stored in a
matrix (termed as person matrix), which is a slice of the state cube.
In particular, in the matrix of person u j , each column corresponds
to a time interval Tk ; each row corresponds to a cell station ci ;
and the value Pi, j,k in the cell (i, k) of the matrix indicates the
probability that u j appears at cell station ci during Tk .
C. Detecting Collective Behaviors
Based on the state-based behavior model, if a group of people
share a similar sequence of states, we deﬁne it as a collective
behavior. Thus, the problem of detecting collective behaviors can
be cast as sequential state-cluster detection, consisting of two steps:
Step 1: Clustering people with similar states
We extract a time interval matrix (Fig. 2b) from the state cube for
each time interval, based on which people are clustered into groups
according to the similarity of their states. Intuitively, people with
similar states should be spatially close to each other, and in the
meantime, have similar CPDs. Therefore, we employ Wasserstein
metric, also called as Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [29], which is
deﬁned as a minimal cost to be paid to transform one distribution
into the other. In order to fully capture spatial information, we
calculate such a cost based on geographical distance. In this way,

the similarity of two states can be thought of as the average
distance between two sets of cell stations with consideration of the
corresponding probabilistic distributions. In addition, we choose to
adopt density-based clustering due to its insensitivity to noises and
cluster shapes [30]. The entropy theory and simulated annealing
technique [31] are employed to automatically determine the most
suitable parameters for clustering.
Step 2: Biclustering for collective behavior detection
In this step, we adopt biclustering for sequential state-cluster
detection, which is a popular data mining technique to identify
coordinated relationships between groups of entities in bioinformatics [32]. First, we build a binary matrix based on the extracted
clusters. Let G = {Gk,h |k = 1, 2, ..., l; h = 1, 2, ..., sk } be the set of
clusters in all time intervals, where sk is the number of extracted
clusters for time interval Tk . Then a binary matrix is generated
as shown in Fig. 2c, where each row corresponds to a person
u j ( j = 1, 2, ..., n) and each column corresponds to a cluster Gk,h .
A cell of the matrix is marked as 1 if the corresponding person in
the row belongs to the corresponding cluster in the column, and
marked as 0 otherwise. In this way, the biclustering algorithm can
be easily applied to mine collective behaviors efﬁciently, each in
the form of a set of state clusters. Note that we focus on closed
biclusters [32] to avoid double counting.
V. V ISUALIZING C OLLECTIVE B EHAVIORS
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss the rationale inspiring the design
of our system, then introduce a set of visualization designs for an
in-depth analysis of collective behaviors based on telco data.
A. Design Rationale
We followed a user-centered design process to develop and
improve our visual analytics system iteratively. We worked closely
with three domain experts from a research consortium focusing on
human behavior analysis to better understand the problem domain
and identify challenges in their work. Two of them specialize in
data mining and machine learning approaches for analyzing largescale movement data, and the third one has been long engaged in
the research on sociology and media studies. The research consortium also held regular meetings with end-users, including government analysts and industry practitioners. We conducted interviews
with these experts at different design and implementation stages
to present prototypes and collect their feedback. The extensive
discussions gradually led to the following design requirements for
developing visual analytics system to support an effective analysis:
R.1 Enabling dynamic aggregation and ﬁltering. Due to the
large scale of telco data, the ﬁrst challenge analysts encounter
is how to ﬁnd people with collective behavior patterns. To
tackle this challenge, in TelcoFlow, aggregation is needed to
provide broad awareness of the entire dataset in different aspects. Then analysts can probe the data by ﬁltering to discover
subsets of data of their interest for further exploration.
R.2 Providing overview of collective behaviors. With the ﬁltered
data, the domain experts ﬁrst want to obtain an intuitive
overview of collective behaviors via state-based modelling
(R.2.1). In particular, what is the overall distribution of
people’s states at each time interval (i.e., are there any clusters
or outliers)? How stable are these clusters (i.e., do they share
a common or diverse state evolutionary path)? In addition,
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Figure 2: Process of collective behavior detection. (a) A state cube
is constructed to characterize and organize people’s behaviors in
a clear structure. (b) A time interval matrix is extracted from the
state cube for each time interval, used to cluster people with similar
states. (c) A binary matrix is generated based on the extracted
clusters for detecting collective behaviors through biclustering.
a general understanding about the “state” is also desired by
the experts (R.2.2). At this stage, they want to know whether
a certain cluster of “states” indicates that people are staying
together at a ﬁxed place or moving along a similar route.
R.3 Facilitating detailed analysis. Based on the overview, detailed analysis in two aspects needs to be further enabled for
a better understanding.
a) State-based analysis. First, analysts have difﬁculties in
understanding semantics about why those people are clustered
together at a certain time interval. Hence, a visualization is
needed to present people’s states contained in a cluster with
the awareness of spatial information and support an intuitive
comparison of different clusters (R.3.1). Another interesting
state-based task highlighted by the experts is to compare
detailed state evolutionary trends of different clusters in both
space and time domain (R.3.2).
b) Sequence-based analysis. Collective behaviors could be
described by a sequence of state clusters. Thus, one of the
most important tasks for detailed analysis is to extract and
visualize those sequences in an intuitive way and navigate
analysts to ﬁnd ones of their interest (R.3.3). To this end, as
suggested by the experts, a joint analysis from three aspects
needs to be supported: 1) the length of sequence indicating
how long a collective behavior lasts; 2) the number of people
involved indicating the scale of a collective behavior, and 3)
the speciﬁc time intervals when a collective behavior occurs.
B. Visualization Design
In line with the design rationale, we developed the interface
of TelcoFlow (Fig. 3), consisting of ﬁve interactively coordinated
UI components that serve different analytical purposes, including
Multi-facet Filter View, Flow View, Sequence View, and State
View with two subviews: Radial Distribution Map and Radial
Distance Map.

Figure 3: The TelcoFlow visual interface contains ﬁve coordinated UI components: (a) Multi-facet Filter View that supports dynamic
aggregation and ﬁltering in multiple aspects; (b) Flow View that provides an overview of collective behaviors through state-based modeling;
State View, containing (c) Radial Distribution Map and (d) Radial Distance Map, that conveys the details of a state cluster to facilitate
understanding and comparative analysis; (e) Sequence View that visualizes the extracted sequences of state clusters representing different
collective behaviors and navigates analysts to ﬁnd ones of their interest, which can be highlighted on the ﬂow (f) for further exploration.
1) Multi-facet Filter View: TelcoFlow provides the Multi-facet
Filter View (Fig. 3a) to support dynamic aggregation and ﬁltering
of data (R.1) within spatial and temporal context. Well established
visualization techniques are preferred by our collaborators for
better interpretability and scalability. Thus, we employ a multi-layer
map with interactive histograms to help analysts make a dynamic
query of data from three aspects, including population, activeness
and correlations, which are summarized based on the observation
and practical needs by the experts.
Analysis based on population: If analysts want to identify
time intervals and places with a fair amount of recorded population,
they can brush on the population histogram showing the temporal
distribution of recorded population. Then a heat map layer will
be generated on the map revealing the corresponding spatial
distribution (i.e., the number of people recorded at different places).
Analysts can select places by poly-brush to ﬁlter subsets of people
at certain places during selected period for further exploration.
Analysis based on activeness: Secondly, analysts are more
interested in people who move frequently and signiﬁcantly rather
than those who always stay at the same place. Thus, we employ
a statistical entropy formula to quantify the activeness of each
recorded person based on the state-based model (Section IV-B):
n 

E j,k = −C j,k · ∑ Pi, j,k · ln(Pi, j,k )
(5)
i=1
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Intuitively, a more diverse CPD implies a more active person, and
C j,k penalizes persons with states of low certainty. To facilitate visual exploration and ﬁltering, the activeness histogram is generated
to show the varying activeness of people recorded during different
time intervals. Moreover, the activeness layer can be activated on
the map with nodes representing cell stations and the node size
encoding the average activeness of people appearing at each cell
station. To avoid visual clutter, we adopt a force directed layout
similar to Liu et al.’s work [33] and also enable analysts to extract
top N (set by users) cell stations with the most active people.
Analysis based on correlations: After choosing a subset of
people, the correlation histogram can be activated at the bottom of
the map to show correlations of these people with others. We deﬁne
correlation between two persons based on the number of time
intervals during which their states are in the same cluster. Thus, in
this histogram, the height of each bar encodes the number of people
who share similar states with the chosen subset of people for a
corresponding number of time intervals indicated on the horizontal
axis. Analysts can brush to ﬁlter people with certain correlations.
In summary, the temporal query on the population histogram and
activeness histogram, the spatial query on the multi-layer map, and
the range query on the correlation histogram enable an efﬁcient
cross ﬁltering of the large telco data for subsequent analysis.
2) Flow View: The design goal of this view is to allow users
to capture a general picture of collective behaviors from different

aspects (R.2). Thus, a composite visual design is adopted to
visualize related information in a compact way.
State Evolution Flow: First, we want to show how extracted
state clusters evolve over time (R.2.1). A naive solution is to
employ a stacked graph with each layer representing a cluster. This
approach can illustrate the linear evolution of state clusters along
time, but it fails to well present complicated evolution patterns
such as cluster merging and splitting. However, as pointed out by
our collaborators, an in-place view to reveal relationships among
state clusters pair-wisely is essential for an overall understanding
of collective behaviors. Therefore, we adopt an intuitive river ﬂow
metaphor which can help a wide audience quickly understand
complex collective behaviors and lower the cognitive load.
Fig. 4a shows an example of state evolution ﬂow where the xaxis represents time. The state clusters for each time interval are
presented by vertical bars, namely state bar, which are aligned
vertically at the corresponding time point. The height of a bar
indicates the cluster size, and the color stripes between bars present
evolution of clusters over time. Like a river ﬂow in the real world,
the ﬂow can either split into several branches when corresponding
people’s states become diverse, or merge with other branches when
they get into similar states. Furthermore, to help analysts easily
identify and track speciﬁc subsets of people chosen in the Multifacet Filter View, we adopt a color blending strategy. The blending
weights are determined by the ratio of people from each subset.
However, this color scheme might be misleading as merging of
too many subsets likely leads to similar colors. In such cases, the
coloring strategy may fail to differentiate people in related subsets,
analysts can then track via interactive highlighting.

Figure 4: Flow View: (a) State evolution ﬂow provides a visual
summary of how state clusters evolve over time. (b) Outlier volume
ﬂow conveys the varying number of outliers. (c) Interactive time
axis enables a convenient pair-wise analysis.
Outlier Volume Flow: In addition to state clusters, analysts also
wish to be aware of outliers (R.2.1). To this end, an outlier volume
ﬂow is appended at the lower part of the view (Fig. 4b), where
the varying ﬂow height encodes the number of outliers during
each time interval. In some situations, people may split from a
cluster and become outliers, stay as outliers for a while, then merge
into another cluster, which is important to capture for collective
behavior analysis. Thus, we encode this phenomenon with a lurking
ﬂow in interior of the outlier volume ﬂow. When analysts brush on
the outlier volume ﬂow, all related lurking ﬂows will be generated
connecting the splitting and merging clusters in the state evolution
ﬂow. To alleviate visual clutter [34], the position of a lurking ﬂow
is determined by the timespan remaining as outliers. The longer
the timespan, the closer the lurking ﬂow to the bottom.
Interactive Time Axis: Two ﬂows described above allow
analysts to see the evolution of clusters and outliers, while the
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relationship of clusters during non-adjacent time intervals is not
deducible, which is a common drawback of ﬂow-based designs. To
tackle this issue, we further employ an interactive time axis. With
this axis, analysts can choose speciﬁc time intervals of interest,
then corresponding clusters will be directly connected by ﬂows
that clearly reveal their relationships (Fig. 4c).
State Glyph: Finally, for a general understanding of each state
cluster (R.2.2), we overlay a state glyph on each state bar in State
Evolution Flow to reveal the average CPD. We ﬁrst considered several design choices, including pie-chart and treemap, but the poor
scalability undermines the efﬁcacy of those designs. Ultimately,
we come up with the current design whose encoding scheme
is illustrated in Fig. 5a. For each state cluster, a bar-chart-like
design is used to visually summarize the average CPD, with each
horizontal bar representing a cell station and its width encoding
the corresponding probability. All bars are sorted in a decreasing
order. Due to limited space, we only keep horizontal bars of top k
(k=10 in our case) cells in the glyph, and embed a vertical bar with
a red part encoding the corresponding proportion of these k cells to
provide an awareness of the overall probabilistic distribution. The
glyph shape is made symmetric to facilitate comparison. Thus, by
observing the glyph shape and the length of red part of the vertical
bar, analysts can quickly understand whether a certain state cluster
indicates people staying at a ﬁxed place or moving along a similar
route. Fig. 5c-d show examples of two typical patterns. Further,
analysts can click to highlight a certain state glyph (Fig. 5b), where
the background color encodes the cluster density deﬁned by the
average distance among contained states.

Figure 5: (a) The encoding scheme for state glyph. We keep the
horizontal bars of top k cells and embed a vertical bar with the
grey part encoding the proportion of other related cells. (b) A
highlighted state glyph with background color encoding cluster
density. (c)-(d) Two typical patterns observed from state glyphs:
(c) A fat diamond shape with a long red bar indicates a centralized
probabilistic distribution, implying people contained by this state
cluster staying together at a ﬁxed place. (d) A ﬂat shape with a
short red bar indicates a diverse probabilistic distribution, implying
people contained by this state cluster moving along a similar route.
3) State View: When analysts identify some state clusters of
interest in the Flow View, our system supports a detailed state-based
exploration (R.3) in two aspects via the State View, containing the
radial distribution map and radial distance map.
Radial Distribution Map: To get an intuitive understanding
of semantics of a state cluster, we design the radial distribution
map to visualize the distribution of people’s states in a cluster
with the awareness of spatial information (R.3.1). Scatterplot is
one of the most common ways to reveal distributions for cluster

analysis. Meanwhile, to preserve spatial information, we extend the
scatterplot by adopting Barycentric coordinates [35]. As shown in
Fig. 6a, related cell stations of states in the cluster are regarded
as vertices and placed along a circle according to their relative
geo-positions. With ﬁxed coordinates of vertices, a person’s state
can be mapped to a point inside the circle whose coordinates are
calculated based on its CPD. Points are colored consistently with
the Flow View to differentiate people from different subsets and
the color opacity could further encode the certainty of a state. In
addition, a color-coded pie chart is embedded in each vertex to
visualize average probability on the corresponding cell station.
In addition, to facilitate comparison of different clusters (R.3.1),
a snapshot function is provided. Analysts can click the snapshot
button to store the visualization of current cluster in the clipboard
on the right side (Fig. 3c). Moreover, these snapshots of clusters
can be selected to compare with the current cluster pair-wisely with
shared cell stations highlighted in blue and those non-shared drawn
with dotted lines. An example is shown in Fig. 6b.

at different time intervals. Each state cluster is presented by a
node whose size encodes the cluster size. Intuitively, a larger
node represents a larger cluster. And then nodes in each sequence
are connected by bands. The color of bands encodes the average
distance between two state clusters, where a darker purple means a
shorter distance. Furthermore, three bar charts are appended showing statistical information to support joint analysis and ﬁltering of
sequences. In particular, the bar chart on the right of the matrix
shows the number of people involved in each sequence (i.e., the
scale of a collective behavior), the top one shows the number of
related sequences during each time interval, and the top-right one
summarizes the number of sequences with different length (i.e.,
how long a collective behavior lasts).
VI. C ASE S TUDIES
To evaluate the system, we carry out three case studies based
on the telco data collected on Aug. 23 - 24, 2015 in Shanghai,
China with about 240 GB data size per day. The data contains
records of about 2.6 million users on 75039 cell stations mapped
to 10118 unique locations covering most of the urban area. The
data modeling phase takes about 3.4 hours using a MapReduce
system, and then our system can support real time interactions.
A. Analysis of People’s Daily Behaviors

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Radial distribution map shows state distribution in a
state cluster with barycentric coordinates. (b) Analysts can compare
clusters pair-wisely using the snapshot function.
Radial Distance Map: Another major concern of analysts is to
compare state evolutionary trends of different clusters of people,
such as how far they come from and will go to (R.3.2). In order
to facilitate such comparisons, we ﬁrst implemented a prototype
enabling analysts to highlight ﬂows of certain state clusters in
the Flow View with varying color intensity encoding distance.
But analysts found it difﬁcult to compare different clusters due
to frequent ﬂow crossings. Thus, we came up with a stacked
radial chart design to visualize the evolutionary trend of each
state cluster (Fig. 3d). In this design, we employ a circular time
axis for an intuitive visual metaphor. The varying height of each
layer indicates the number of people in the cluster with different
distance level (e.g., 0-1 km, 1-2 km) from the chosen state cluster
at different time intervals. The color encodes distance, where a
darker purple means a shorter distance. Note that distance levels
can be divided through clustering or speciﬁed by analysts. With a
snapshot function, comparisons can be conducted conveniently.
4) Sequence View: By tracking ﬂows in the Flow View, analysts
can get an overview of collective behaviors. However, under some
circumstances, analysts want to further ﬁlter the ﬂows to identify
a subset of collective behaviors that supports their tasks. Thus, in
this view, we employ a matrix-form design to present collective
behaviors in the form of sequences of state clusters, sort them
into a linear order, and enable a convenient exploration based on
statistics of different attributes (R.3.3). As shown in Fig. 3e, the
rows of the matrix correspond to sequences representing different
collective behaviors, while the columns correspond to state clusters
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The ﬁrst case study is conducted to show the use of TelcoFlow to
help analysts interactively explore collective behaviors in people’s
daily lives during a work day (i.e., Monday, Aug. 24). Through the
histograms in the Multi-facet Filter View, we identify a time period
of 6-8 am with a fair amount of people recorded and relatively
high activeness. By brushing on the histograms, a multi-layer
map is generated showing the distribution of those people with
highlighted nodes representing the top 50 cell stations with more
active people. We zoom in and brush to choose a region of Lian
Yang International Neighborhood (green region in Fig. 3a) which
includes several large nodes. Then, we activate the correlation
histogram to ﬁlter out people who have collective behaviors with
the chosen set of people in Lian Yang lasting less than two hours.
Based on the updated map, we select another region near Lian
Yang, also a well-known international neighborhood called Bi Yun
(red region in Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b shows the generated Flow View
based on our selections, where we can see that ﬂows from these
two chosen regions start to split at 8 am and form ﬁve major
ﬂows (marked with I - V) at around 9:30 am indicating ﬁve major
workplaces. The highlighted state glyphs with ﬂat shapes and short
red bars at 9 am further conﬁrm that people are likely on their way
to work at that time. Through interacting with map, we ﬁnd that
ﬂow I and IV locate near Lian Yang and Bi Yun, indicating people
work in nearby ofﬁce buildings or stay at home, while ﬂow II, III
and V locate at Lujiazui, Weifang and Jinqiao which are three wellknown ofﬁcial blocks in Shanghai. By observing colors of these
ﬂows, we ﬁnd ﬂow I and IV with purer green and red indicating
most people in these two ﬂows come from Lian Yang and Bi Yun
respectively, while the other three with light colors indicating a
mixed population. In particular, light green of ﬂow II and III shows
that Lujiazui and Weifang have more people from Lian Yang, while
light red of ﬂow V shows Jinqiao has more people from Bi Yun.
Moreover, after 5 pm, these major ﬂows start splitting and
merging again, which implies people leaving their ofﬁces. Sur-

prisingly, many ﬂows merge into ﬂow I and form a large lightgreen ﬂow (marked by a black rectangle in Fig. 3b). We click
to highlight several state glyphs on that ﬂow and observe light
background colors, indicating a low cluster density of these state
clusters worth of further exploration. Thus, we further click on a
state glyph (marked by a black arrow in Fig. 3b) and compare
the corresponding state cluster with another cluster in ﬂow I
during working hours (i.e., 3 pm) through the radial distribution
maps shown in Fig. 3c and Fig. 6b respectively. We ﬁnd that the
CPD of these two state clusters share three common cell stations
highlighted in blue on the top which cover some residential areas,
while the other two unshared cell stations at 3 pm (Fig. 6b) and 7
pm (Fig. 3c) cover some ofﬁce buildings and a local shopping mall
respectively. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3c, there are obviously
two sub-clusters at 7 pm, one of which mainly consists of green
points representing people from Lian Yang, and the other contains
many people from Bi Yun shown by red points. Thus, we infer that
such a ﬂow merge after work is due to people dining at restaurants
in the local shopping mall near Lian Yang. Note that we conduct an
informal ﬁeld study and talk to some shop owners in that shopping
mall to verify our hypothesis.
Furthermore, as required by our collaborators, we consider the
following scenario of using TelcoFlow for investigating people’s
collective behaviors to choose proper places for a car company
to set up billboard advertising targeting at people from these two
international neighborhoods. The preferred places should locate on
people’s way home after work with many people passing by. In
order to facilitate information spreading, people with collective
behaviors lasting for a longer time have a higher priority in our
consideration. To ﬁnd places satisfying these requirements, the
Sequence View could be helpful. First, by brushing on the top and
top-right bar charts, we extract sequences containing state clusters
during 5-7 pm and with a length of more than three hours. Then
we sort these sequences based on the number of people involved
through the bar chart on the right. As shown in Fig. 3e, we focus
on the top 5 sequences. Among them, we are more interested in
sequences with bands in light purple, implying people commute
for a longer distance for their work who are potential customers
to buy cars. Besides, we also want sequences containing relatively
larger nodes during 5-7 pm which indicate larger state clusters,
implying places with more people passing by. In this way, three
sequences are chosen and highlighted in the Flow View. We can
easily identify three state clusters (Fig. 3f) where the chosen ﬂows
converge, implying three candidate places. By further interacting
with map, we ﬁnd two of them are metro stations near Lujiazui and
Weifang, and another one is a busy intersection near Lian Yang.
B. Comparison of Finance and IT Professionals
The second case demonstrates the use of TelcoFlow in comparative analysis on collective behaviors of people working in ﬁnance
and IT industry. Through the Multi-facet Filter View, we ﬁlter
people who appear at Lujiazui and Zhangjiang, two well-known
ofﬁcial blocks for ﬁnance and IT industry in Shanghai, during 1011 am on Monday (Aug. 24). The ﬂows generated are shown in
Fig. 4, where we can see that people in these two ﬁelds have a
quite different time schedule. In particular, the green ﬂow merges
at 10 am and splits after 8 pm, implying people in IT industry
work from 10 am till late at night, contrasting sharply to those
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people in ﬁnance industry (yellow ﬂow) who start work much
earlier (8:30 am) and leave ofﬁces at 6 pm. In addition, two ﬂows
have few crossings, indicating relative independency of ﬁnance and
IT industry. Furthermore, by observing the outlier volume ﬂow,
we identify an increase of outliers during 2-4 pm, implying more
people have unique states during that time period. By brushing on
the outlier volume ﬂow, the lurking ﬂows are generated, showing
that most outliers come from the yellow ﬂow representing people
in ﬁnance. Thus, we infer that people in ﬁnance industry tend to
go out to meet clients in the afternoon, which might be a working
habit shared in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld.
C. Exploration of Customer Behaviors
In this case, our collaborators are keenly interested in collective
behaviors of customers at different shopping malls. As suggested,
we extract data of customers at three shopping malls during 12 pm on Sunday (Aug. 23) through the Multi-facet Filter View,
including a large shopping center in CBD (i.e., IFC mall), a popular
department store (i.e., Next Age store) and a local shopping mall
in a neighborhood (i.e., Thumb Plaza). Fig. 7 shows the generated
Flow View. We ﬁnd that although IFC mall and Next Age store
have more customers than Thumb Plaza during 1-4 pm as indicated
by the larger height of blue and red ﬂows, Next Age store loses
customers signiﬁcantly around dinner time (the red ﬂow splits at
5 pm). Those customers are attracted by Thumb Plaza (part of the
red ﬂow merges with the green ﬂow, and generates a yellow ﬂow).
Moreover, we can see that after 8 pm there are still several yellow
branches, which implies similar customer sources and the potential
competitive relationship of Next Age store and Thumb Plaza.

Figure 7: Flow View for customer behavior exploration.
To better understand customer sources of these shopping malls,
our collaborators want a more detailed comparison about how long
customers will stay and how far they will go after shopping. Thus,
three radial distance maps are generated for three state clusters at
1 pm corresponding to three shopping malls respectively. We can
see that most part of the radial distance map for Thumb Plaza
(Fig. 8b) is in dark purple, implying that the major customer
sources of this local shopping center is residents living in the
nearby neighborhood. In contrast, there are obviously thicker layers
in light purple in the left part of the radial distance maps for
IFC mall (Fig. 8a) and Next Age store (Fig. 3d), implying some
customers of these two shopping malls live in distant places.
Moreover, the radial distance map for IFC mall has a relatively
smaller part in light purple showing that customers leave later at
night. Thus, we infer that there are more entertaining events in IFC
mall, which is also veriﬁed by local people. In this way, the radial
distance map can be viewed as a visual signature characterizing

customers of a shopping mall, which helps analysts get an idea
about its customer constitution and business mode.

further explore people’s behaviors for more advanced applications
by combining the analysis of social media and even supporting a
real-time analysis.
VIII. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Radial distance maps for (a) IFC and (b) Thumb Plaza.
VII. E XPERT I NTERVIEW
We demonstrated our system, presented the use cases to four
domain experts invited by our collaborators, and conducted oneon-one interviews to collect their feedback. Two of them are project
managers (Expert A & B) from a telecom corporation, another is
an analyst (Expert C) from an urban planning bureau, and the last
one is a professor (Expert D) who has studied trajectory data for
more than ten years. Their feedback is summarized as follows:
Interactive Visual Design: All experts are impressed by the
design of TelcoFlow. Expert A commented “It’s an excellent
idea to adopt the state-based model which is an interesting and
expressive description of human behaviors.” Expert B added “Data
uncertainty is always a challenge in my work. This method can
alleviate this problem and help to extract hidden patterns.” They
also considered to extend this method to other studies on telco
data. In addition, Expert C had a particular preference to the Flow
View with its glyph design and interactive features, commenting
that “The Flow View provides a vivid presentation about people
[state] distributions and the overall trends, which is helpful to
identify collective behavior patterns.” He also thought that such
a composite design is “great” and “allows me to easily connect
the abstract model with underlying behaviors”. Furthermore, the
ﬂexible explorations supported by Multi-facet Filter View are also
highly appreciated by the experts, and Expert D further highlighted
that “This kind of integrated methodology, visualization coupled
with ﬂexible navigation, is essential to address complex analytical
tasks nowadays.” Lastly, Expert A and B considered detail analysis
valuable for them to deeply inspect the data and model. They mentioned that “The rich interactions, including snapshot, highlighting
and interactive time axis, can greatly facilitate in-depth analysis.”
Usability and Improvements: All experts conﬁrmed the
usefulness of the system and expressed interests in applying it to
their work. Expert A highlighted “By using TelcoFlow, analysts
can get an overview of the data and focus on speciﬁc collective
behavior analysis conveniently without programming requirements
or complex settings.” Expert C also commented “TelcoFlow is not
only useful for data analysis but also helpful to easily communicate
my ﬁndings with colleagues or to a wide audience.” Furthermore,
valuable suggestions are also provided to improve the system.
Expert B suggested that we should support more data ﬁltering
operations, such as ﬁltering based on different state cluster size.
Expert D also suggested that TelcoFlow had a great potential to
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In this paper, we present TelcoFlow, a novel visual analytics
system for the interactive exploration of collective behaviors based
on massive telco data. Considering data characteristics and important analytical tasks raised by the domain experts, TelcoFlow
incorporates state-based behavior modeling and a set of novel
visualization designs, enabling analysts to integrate information for
analysis from different aspects and at different scales. Case studies
and expert interviews demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness
of our system.
Nevertheless, there exist some limitations of the current prototype that we would like to address in the future. From the
research perspective, our system focuses on visualization and lacks
sufﬁcient support for automatic analysis, and current exploration
is performed based on statistical analysis and suggestions by
domain experts. To support a more efﬁcient analysis, TelcoFlow
can be easily extended to incorporate existing automatic algorithms
to search for patterns systematically. Besides, in the state-based
behavior model, the probabilistic distribution is derived based on
one-dimensional Gaussian distribution. In the future, we can try
more advanced models in civil and transportation research area,
which may improve the descriptive capacity under more complex
situations. Moreover, in the case study, we visually analyze three
subsets of customers’ behaviors using TelcoFlow. It can naturally
support analysis of more subsets by adding more ﬂows in the Flow
View. But due to the limited screen space and capability of users
for comparison tasks [36], the analysis of more than four subsets
is not recommended. Even so, our system will still be faced with
scalability issues when the size of the chosen subset is considerably
large. To cope with this problem, we can extend ﬁltering strategies
in the Multi-facet Filter View to the whole system. More levels
of detail and abstraction as well as advanced clutter reduction
methods can also be introduced to mitigate this problem. From the
application perspective, we acknowledge that information derived
from the system may not be precise, as we are currently unable
to obtain detailed proﬁles of mobile phone users due to privacy
issues and can only explore based on spatial and temporal features.
Nonetheless, we consider this issue is common to all existing work
on studying human behaviors and plan to actively work with our
collaborators for further exploration.
In addition, we’d like to extend TelcoFlow with real-time monitoring abilities with live telco data streams to support time-critical
applications. It’s also our plan to test our system on a larger dataset
(e.g., covering longer time), and conduct controlled experiments to
get more feedback from end users for further improvements.
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